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An oversimplified way to write the electrochemical reaction for the oxidation/reduction of 
any prevailing anion (A-) interchange-conducting polymer (CP), according with the relaxation 
model [1] is: 

 
[CPa+( A-)]s + n(A-)aq+ mH2O ↔ [(CP(n+a)+)(A-)n+a (H2O)m]gel  + (n e-)metal
 
This reaction indicates the great difficulties to attain a totally reduced material due to 

shrinking and closing processes during reduction, and includes all electrochemical properties 
and electrochemical applications of those non-stoichiometric [2] and reactive materials. The 
change of volume between [CPa+( A-)]s and [(pPyn+)s(Cl-)n (H2O)m]gel  originates artificial 
muscles. According with the chemical equilibrium the muscle potential during actuation, 
working under constant current, must be influenced by any chemical or physical variable acting 
on the chemical reaction. As expected the evolution for any device (bilayer, triple layer or 
complex design), the muscle potential changes if we modify: the electrolyte concentrations, the 
temperature, the weight of objects attached to the bottom of the muscle, or the current flowing 
through the device. Lineal evolutions are obtained for the electrical energy consumed by the 
artificial muscle to cross over a constant angle as a function of the studied experimental 
variable. Both signals, the actuating current and the muscle potential response, are included by 
the same two connecting wires, opening a new paradigm for electrochemical devices. Those 
results underline the simultaneous sensing and actuating capabilities of the device. If a muscle 
moves freely meeting, touching, and pushing an obstacle the muscle potential steps, 
proportionally to the mechanical resistance of the obstacle, at the touching moment. So we have 
a muscle with tactile sense: quite simple response analysis software can transform the ensemble 
(computer, potentiostat and device) into a very primitive conscious system. The system 
indicates when a muscle, or the mechanical tool driven by the muscle, touches an obstacle. Also 
indicates how much mechanical resistance the obstacle opposes, or if the muscle is unable to 
move the obstacle. The current allows a perfect control of the movement rate and movement 
sense. All that actuating and sensing information is supported by only two connecting wires. 

The tactile muscle mimics natural muscles: it is constituted by a reactive material 
including organic polymers and water, and involves electric currents, chemical reactions, 
conformational movements in chains, ionic and aqueous interchanges. The driven 
electrochemical reaction includes, simultaneously, actuating and sensing properties. 

Any property based on the electrochemical reaction, so on the reversible change, under 
control, of the counterion composition has biomimicking possibilities and simultaneous 
actuating and sensing devices can be developed based on those properties: electromechanical, 
electrochromic, electroporosity, charge storage, chemicals storage, electron-ion and ion-electron 
transduction.  

So, soft, wet and reactive conducting polymers generate expectancies for a new world of 
sensing actuators. 
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